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Members of the California serogroup of orthobunyaviruses, particularly La Crosse (LAC) and Tahyna (TAH) viruses, are significant
human pathogens in areas where their mosquito vectors are endemic. Previous studies using wild-type LAC and TAH181/57, a highly
neurovirulent strain with low neuroinvasiveness (Janssen, R., Gonzalez-Scarano, F., Nathanson, N., 1984. Mechanisms of bunyavirus
virulence. Comparative pathogenesis of a virulent strain of La Crosse and an avirulent strain of Tahyna virus. Lab. Invest. 50 (4), 447–455),
have demonstrated that the neuroinvasive phenotype maps to the M segment, the segment that encodes the two viral glycoproteins Gn (G2)
and Gc (G1), as well as a non-structural protein NSm. To further define the role of Gn and Gc in fusion and entry, we prepared a panel of
recombinant M segment constructs using LAC, TAH181/57, and V22F, a monoclonal-resistant variant of LAC with deficient fusion function.
These M segment constructs were then tested in two surrogate assays for virus entry: a cell-to-cell fusion assay based on T7-luciferase
expression, and a pseudotype transduction assay based on the incorporation of the bunyavirus glycoproteins on an MLV backbone. Both
assays demonstrated that Gc is the principal determinant of virus fusion and cell entry, and furthermore that the region delineated by amino
acids 860–1442, corresponding to the membrane proximal two-thirds of Gc, is key to these processes. These results, coupled with structural
modeling suggesting homologies between the carboxy region of Gc and Sindbis virus E1, suggest that the LAC Gc functions as a type II
fusion protein.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Glycoprotein; Cell fusion; MLV pseudotype virusIntroduction
The orthobunyaviruses are maintained in nature by
sylvatic transmission cycles between hematophagous mos-
quitoes and susceptible mammalian hosts, principally
rodents and other small mammals. Several members of the
California serogroup of orthobunyaviruses, including La
Crosse (LAC) and Tahyna (TAH) viruses, are significant0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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pediatric encephalitis and aseptic meningitis in the Mid-
western United States where approximately 100 cases are
reported annually (Borucki et al., 2002); TAH virus,
indigenous to central Europe, is associated with influenza-
like febrile illnesses.
The primary arthropod vector for LAC is the endemic
eastern treehole mosquito, Aedes triseriatus (Borucki et al.,
2002). In addition, LAC has recently been isolated from
naturally infected Asian tiger mosquitoes, Aedes albopictus,
suggesting that this geographically invasive mosquito
species may become an important accessory vector for
LAC and expand the geographic range of the virus. TAH05) 121 – 132
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Serious complications of TAH infection such as meningo-
encephalitis and atypical pneumonia are relatively rare.
The orthobunyaviruses are enveloped, negative-stranded
RNA viruses with a tripartite genome comprised of large
(L), medium (M), and small (S) segments (Clewley et al.,
1977). The L segment encodes the viral polymerase, which
is responsible for both transcription and replication of the
genome (Endres et al., 1989; Roberts et al., 1995). The S
segment encodes the nucleocapsid and a nonstructural
protein NSs in an overlapping reading frame (Cabradilla
et al., 1983; Fuller et al., 1983). The NSs of Bunyamwera
virus, the prototype virus for the genus Orthobunyavirus,
has been demonstrated to function as a type I interferon
antagonist (Bridgen et al., 2001; Kohl et al., 2003; Weber et
al., 2002) and that of LAC as a suppressor of RNA
interference (RNAi), an important component of antiviral
defense in invertebrates (Olson et al., 2002; Soldan et al.,
2005). The M segment encodes three proteins in a single
open reading frame (ORF): two surface transmembrane
glycoproteins, herein referred to as Gn (G2) and Gc (G1),
respectively, to delineate their order in the precursor poly-
protein, and NSm, a protein of unknown function (Eshita
and Bishop, 1984; Fazakerley et al., 1988). Gn and Gc are
thought to associate as a heteromultimer after cleavage of
the polyprotein; this heteromultimer is targeted to the Golgi
apparatus by a Golgi localization signal located in Gn
(Bupp et al., 1996; Shi et al., 2004). The larger glycoprotein,
Gc, has been demonstrated to play a critical role in entry as
the virus attachment protein (Pekosz et al., 1995). Neutrali-
zing antibodies generated against LAC exclusively recog-
nize Gc (Gonzalez-Scarano et al., 1982; Grady et al., 1983).
In addition, Gc and a soluble form of Gc lacking a
transmembrane domain undergo a pH-dependent conforma-
tional change associated with virus-cell or cell-to-cell fusion
(Gonzalez-Scarano, 1985; Gonzalez-Scarano et al., 1984;
Pekosz and Gonzalez-Scarano, 1996; Pekosz et al., 1995).
Both Gc and soluble Gc have also been shown to form
homomultimers before and after exposure to low pH
(Pekosz and Gonzalez-Scarano, 1996).
A murine model mimicking LAC infection in humans
was developed to elucidate LAC pathogenesis (Janssen
et al., 1984). Studies comparing the pathogenesis of LAC
and TAH181/57, a strain of TAH that had been succes-
sively passaged in mouse brain, demonstrated that diffe-
rences in the ability to cause encephalitis in the brain and
eventual death were directly associated with the capacity of
each strain to replicate in striated muscle and generate a
robust cell-free viremia. A high viremia was associated
with encephalitis presumably because it promoted entry of
the virus across the blood–brain barrier (Janssen et al.,
1984). In this model, encephalitis and eventual death
quickly follow viral entry into the brain (Janssen et al.,
1984). TAH181/57, lethal when delivered by intracerebral
(i.c.) injection, failed to replicate to high levels in striated
muscle when delivered by either subcutaneous (s.c.) orintraperitoneal (i.p.) injections and was therefore neuro-
virulent but not neuroinvasive.
Furthermore, reassortant viruses containing the M
segment from LAC in conjunction with the L and S
segments from TAH181/57 were able to replicate in muscle
cells, whereas reciprocal reassortant viruses with the
TAH181/57 M segment were unable to do so (Janssen
et al., 1986). Consequently, these studies linked the ability
to replicate in muscle cells to the M segment encoding the
two viral glycoproteins, suggesting that the low replication
of TAH181/57 in muscle cells was due to less efficient
entry.
Subsequent experiments in our laboratory using a panel
of monoclonal antibody escape variants demonstrated that
variant LAC viruses (V22 and V22F) selected with a
monoclonal antibody against Gc (807-22) generated a more
limited viremia. These V22 and V22F variants also had
decreased ability to mediate cell-to-cell fusion, an important
surrogate for some of the steps in viral entry, and
additionally the pH at which fusion took place was lower
than for wild-type LAC (Gonzalez-Scarano et al., 1982).
Collectively, this series of studies suggested that the M
segment, and Gc in particular, is both the major determinant
of neuroinvasion and of pH-dependent fusion (Gonzalez-
Scarano et al., 1982; Janssen et al., 1984).
We have now used M segment clones from LAC,
TAH181/57, and V22F to help further delineate the
molecular basis of cell-to-cell fusion and entry in California
serogroup bunyaviruses. To accomplish this, we generated a
panel of recombinant M segment constructs in which Gn
was switched between LAC and TAH181/57, and addition-
ally we exchanged several regions of Gc between LAC and
TAH181/57 and between LAC and V22F. These recombi-
nant clones were used in cell-to-cell fusion and pseudotype
transduction assays (Ma et al., 1999). Our results demon-
strate that the region in GC between amino acids 860–1442
is important for mediating fusion and entry. Furthermore,
computational modeling of the LAC Gc membrane proxi-
mal C-terminal domain, including this region, suggests a
high degree of structural similarity between LAC/TAH Gc
and the E1 fusion-glycoprotein of Sindbis virus, further
supporting the role of this region in pH-dependent fusion,
and suggesting that Gc may be a type II fusion protein
(Jardetzky and Lamb, 2004).Results
Expression of recombinant constructs in QT6 cells
The recombinant LAC-TAH181/57 constructs were
transiently expressed in QT6 cells to detect expression
at the cell surface in preparation for assays of cell-to-cell
fusion. Forty-eight hours after transfection, the transfected
cells were stained with polyclonal antibodies against
either LAC or TAH181/57 that recognize multiple
M.L. Plassmeyer et al. / Virology 338 (2005) 121–132 123epitopes on the respective glycoproteins, and expression
was determined using flow cytometry. Fig. 1 depicts
representative histograms of LAC, TAH 181/57, and
constructs that did or did not mediate fusion (see below),
as detected by either the rabbit anti-LAC or anti-TAH
polyclonal antibodies.
The V22F constructs were also transiently transfected
into QT6 cells, and after transfection the cells were stained
with conformation-dependent MAbs recognizing Gc (data
not shown). The stained cells were then analyzed by flow
cytometry for surface expression of Gc with Mab, 807-31.
Surface expression of Gc was similar in all LAC and V22F
constructs (data not shown).
Role of GN and GC in entry: cell-to-cell fusion
To elucidate the role of individual glycoproteins in pH-
dependent fusion, parental constructs for TAH181/57 and
LAC, as well as recombinant constructs LAC Gn–TAH
Gc and TAH Gn–LAC Gc were used in an in vitro
luciferase-based cell-to-cell fusion assay where QT6
served as effector cells and BSR as target cells. In this
assay, cells expressing the LAC construct began to fuse
when the pH was lowered below 6.0, which is just below
the pH previously described as critical for triggering
fusion by the native LAC glycoproteins (data not shown)
(Pobjecky et al., 1986). Under these experimental condi-
tions, the construct expressing the TAH181/57 glycopro-
teins was unable to mediate fusion at any pH tested. WhenFig. 1. Surface expression of Gc in QT6 cells measured by FACS. QT6 cells were
with a 1:50 dilution of either (A) rabbit anti-LAC pre-absorbed at 4 -C overnight w
TAH. As shown in these representative histograms, surface expression of Gc is co
rabbit anti-LAC or rabbit anti-TAH, was seen for all the LAC-TAH181/57 recomthe origins of Gc and Gn were altered by preparing
chimeric constructs (Fig. 2A), the recombinant constructs
encoding LAC Gc generated similar pH-dependent fusion
curves irrespective of the origin of Gn, while there was no
evidence of fusion for constructs that contained TAH181/
57 Gc (Fig. 3). The inability of TAH181/57 and LAC
Gn–TAH Gc constructs to mediate fusion in this system
suggests that Gn does not play a primary role in fusion
for California serogroup bunyaviruses (Fig. 3). Of course,
TAH181/57 probably mediates lower level fusion, as it
otherwise would not mediate entry at all. Similar results
were obtained when fusion assays were performed using
QT6 as effector and target cells (data not shown).
To define the regions of Gc that are directly involved in
fusion, the recombinant M segments were used in the
luciferase-based cell-to-cell fusion assay, where QT6
served as effector cells and BSR as target cells (Figs. 4A
and B). Similar pH-dependent fusion curves are shown for
three of the constructs: LAC, LAC (TAH 328–860), and
TAH (LAC 860–1442) (Figs. 4A and B). There was
approximately a ten-fold difference in the pH-dependent
fusion curves mediated by the constructs LAC (TAH 328–
860) and TAH (LAC 860–1442); however, fusion was still
observed with the LAC (TAH 328–860) construct, unlike
the TAH 181/57 construct.
The three constructs that mediated fusion efficiently
share the amino acid region 860–1442 from LAC,
irrespective of the rest of the M segment. When we tested
recombinant constructs in which the region 860–1442 wastransfected with constructs as indicated in the histogram. Gc was detected
ith QT6 cells fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 30 min or (B) rabbit anti-
nsistent between these constructs. Similar expression, as detected by either
binant constructs (not shown).
Fig. 2. Panel of M segment constructs. (A) Depiction of the recombinant La Crosse (LAC, grey) and Tahyna181/57 (TAH, white) M segments. The M segment
encodes three proteins: glycoproteins Gn (G2) and Gc (G1), and an intervening non-structural protein NSm. Both Gn and Gc contain transmembrane domains
indicated in the figure by black bars. The nomenclature first indicates the M segment backbone for each construct followed by the amino acid region from
either LAC or TAH181/57 that was introduced. (B) Depiction of the recombinant La Crosse (grey) and V22F (white) M segments. The nomenclature follows a
pattern similar to panel A. The arrows mark amino acid positions in V22F that differ from LAC; + or  indicates the construct either mediated or failed to
mediate fusion (see details that follow).
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to mediate fusion, as shown in Fig. 4B. We concluded
from the fusion experiments that LAC Gc, and the region
bounded by amino acids 860–1442 in particular, is
necessary for cell-to-cell fusion in these cells. However,
as demonstrated by LAC (TAH 328–860), which was not
as efficient at fusion when the TAH sequences were
inserted, there is also a contribution from regions upstream
of 860–1442.
To expand our findings with the LAC/TAH 181-57
constructs and further characterize Gc’s role in cell-to-cell
fusion, we used monoclonal antibody-resistant (MAR)
LAC variants with a previously described fusion-deficient
phenotype (Gonzalez-Scarano et al., 1985) (Fig. 5A).
Sequence analysis of several of these MAR mutants
obtained in separate experiments with the same neutraliz-
ing antibody (807-22) showed multiple changes, mostly
clustered toward the carboxy end of Gc. Shown in Table 1
are the amino acid differences between LAC and one of
the MAR clones, V22F clone 100-1. With this clone,
which has six changes in comparison with the wild-type
LAC, we generated LAC-V22F recombinant constructsthat isolated amino acid positions 859 (R ` S), 1077 (S `
I), and 1328 (T ` A) from the rest of Gc (Fig. 2).
The recombinant constructs were used in the luciferase-
based cell-to-cell fusion assay. Using QT6 cells as both
targets and effectors, the LAC construct was again able to
mediate pH-dependent fusion starting at pH 6, whereas the
V22F construct did not (Fig. 5A). The recombinant
constructs containing LAC R859 generated pH-dependent
fusion in the same range as the wild-type glycoproteins,
but the recombinant constructs that contained V22F S859
failed fuse cells (Figs. 5A and B). The amino acids at
positions 1077 and 1328 did not appear to affect fusion
directly.
Transduction by GN/GC pseudotyped MLV particles
Since cell-to-cell fusion mimics only one component of
the process of viral entry, we used murine leukemia virus
(MLV) pseudotype particles incorporating Gn and Gc
from LAC, TAH181/57, recombinant LAC-TAH181/57 M
segment constructs, and recombinant LAC-V22F M
segment constructs in an entry assay. To confirm
Fig. 3. Gc-mediated, pH-dependent cell-to-cell fusion. Effector cells (QT6)
were transfected with two plasmids, a pCAGGS-M segment construct or
control as indicated, and a plasmid encoding the Luciferase gene under a T7
promoter. BSR target cells were infected with vaccinia virus encoding the
T7 RNA polymerase (vTF1.1) as indicated in Materials and methods.
Following an overnight incubation, the effector cells were overlaid onto the
target cells, and the pH dropped briefly using HEPES-MES buffers.
Luciferase activity, indicating fusion of the two cell populations, was
measured in the cell lysates obtained 5 h later, as indicated in Materials and
methods. Constructs with the LAC Gc mediated fusion to higher levels.
Graph represent an average of three experiments, each performed in
triplicate. Only the LAC and TAHGn–LACGc signals were significantly
above the background level at acid pH (P < 0.02 by Student’s t test).
Fig. 4. LAC Gc amino acid region 860–1442 is critical for glycoprotein-
mediated pH-dependent cell-to-cell fusion. (A and B) Effector cells (QT6)
were transfected with two plasmids, a pCAGGS-M segment construct as
indicated and a plasmid encoding the Luciferase gene under a T7 promoter.
BSR target cells were infected with vaccinia virus encoding the T7 RNA
polymerase (vTF1.1) as indicated in Materials and methods. Following an
overnight incubation, the effector cells were overlaid onto the target cells,
and the pH dropped briefly using HEPES-MES buffers. Luciferase activity,
indicating fusion of the two cells, was measured in the cell lysates obtained
5 h later as indicated in Materials and methods. The graphs represent
average of multiple experiments. For 4A, LAC and LAC (TAH 328–860)
were statistically (P < 0.02) above background at acid pH. For 4B, LAC
and TAH (LAC 860–1442) were significantly above TAH at acid pH.
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teins, the concentrated pseudotyped viruses were analyzed
by Western blot for both the presence of MLV Gag p30 to
verify that particles were produced, and for Gc. In a
representative experiment shown in Fig. 6, pseudotyped
particles were produced as demonstrated by the presence
of gag p30. LAC Gc was detected in varying amounts
(Fig. 6). There was no consistent relationship between
expression and the pseudotype titer in CHME-5 cells. The
majority of the pseudotype particles transduced the
microglial cell line, CHME-5, to significant levels above
the background beta-galactosidase signal observed with
pseudotype produced with an empty pCAGGS vector
(Fig. 7).
The pseudotyped particles were tested for transduction
efficiency in CHME-5 cells. As described in Materials and
methods, the pseudotype particles expressed h-galactosi-
dase, and the efficiency of entry was based on the
enzymatic development of color in individual cells.
Pseudotype viruses that were able to transduce CHME-5
cells to a titer of 106 infectious units (IU)/ml contained
LAC Gc and either LAC or TAH181/57 Gn. Pseudotype
viruses with Gc from TAH181/57 transduced CHME-5
cells to a much lower titer, 103 IU/ml, and again Gn did
not have an effect (data not shown). These data are
consistent with the results obtained in cell-to-cell fusion
assays in which Gc appears to be responsible for the
fusion phenotype and suggest that Gc likely determines
infectivity in the CHME-5 cells.To further examine the role of Gc in transduction and
to determine which regions were important for transduc-
tion, MLV particles were generated using M segments with
chimeric Gc molecules (Fig. 2A). MLV pseudotypes were
spinoculated onto the CHME-5 cells, BSR, and QT6 cells.
Pseudotype viruses that transduced CHME-5 cells to a
high titer contained the amino acid region 860–1442 from
LAC; pseudotype viruses that had the same Gc region
from TAH181/57 transduced CHME-5 cells to a low titer
(Fig. 7A). Consistent with the results from the fusion
assays, the LAC (TAH 328–860) MLV pseudotype virus
transduced CHME-5 cells to a titer significantly lower than
the LAC MLV pseudotype virus; however, the titer from
the LAC (TAH 328–860) MLV pseudotype virus was
higher than the TAH MLV pseudotype virus. A similar
pattern was observed on both BSR and QT6 cells (data not
shown). We concluded from these experiments that LAC
Gc, and amino acid region 860–1442 in particular, is
necessary for entry in these cells, although as demonstrated
Fig. 5. LAC Gc amino acid residue R859 is important for glycoprotein-
mediated pH-dependent cell-to-cell fusion. (A and B) Effector cells (QT6)
were transfected with two plasmids, a pCAGGS-M segment construct as
indicated and a plasmid encoding the Luciferase gene under a T7 promoter.
QT6 target cells were infected with vaccinia virus encoding the T7 RNA
polymerase (vTF1.1) as indicated in Materials and methods. Following an
overnight incubation, the effector cells were overlaid onto the target cells,
and the pH dropped briefly using HEPES-MES buffers. Luciferase activity,
indicating fusion of the two cells, was measured in the cell lysates obtained
5 h later as indicated in Materials and methods. In this experiment, all of the
values that registered positive for fusion by visual inspection were
statistically significant (P < 0.02) in comparison with control PCAGGS
plasmid.
Fig. 6. Representative Western blot of MLV pseudotyped particles
incorporating LAC or V22F Gn/Gc. Pseudotypes were prepared as
described in Materials and methods, and concentrated by ultracentrifuga-
tion. After resolution in an 8–16% polyacrylamide gel, samples were
transferred to 0.2 Am pore size nitrocellulose membrane. MLV Gag was
detected using monoclonal goat antibody recognizing p30. LAC and V22F
Gc were detected with 807:31 monoclonal Ab (Gonzalez-Scarano et al.,
1982) at a 1:500 dilution. Top: Detection of Gc by mAb 807-31. Bottom:
Detection of MLV Gag by goat anti MLV-gag. Lanes: (1) LAC, (2) V22F,
(3) pCAGGS, (4) LAC (V22F 859), (5) LAC (V22F 859, 1077), (6) LAC
(V22F 1328), (7) V22F (LAC 859, 1077), (8) V22F (LAC1328).
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regions upstream of 860–1442.
Similarly, chimeric LAC-V22F Gc pseudotyped-MLV
viruses were spinoculated onto the CHME-5 cells, BSR, and
QT6 cells. Pseudotypes generated with M segments that
contained the wild-type amino acids R859 or R859/S1077
transduced CHME-5 cells to a high titer, whereas pseudo-
type viruses that contained the V22F residues S859 or S859/
I1077 transduced CHME-5 cells a thousand fold lessTable 1
Amino acid differences between La Crosse and V22F clone 100-1
Segment Amino acid position LAC V22F clone 100-1
G2 62 F Y
G2 232 I T
NSm 440 Y C
G1 859 R S
G1 1077 S I
G1 1328 T Aefficiently (Fig. 7B). A similar pattern was observed in
BSR and QT6 cells (data not shown).Discussion
LAC reassortant viruses utilized in vitro and in vivo have
demonstrated that the M segment of the California
serogroup viruses is the most important determinant of
robust replication in muscle (Janssen et al., 1986). In turn
this correlates with high viremia and with neuroinvasive-
ness. These experiments implicated the proteins encoded in
this segment, Gn (G2), NSm, and Gc (G1) in cell entry.
Using an assay for cell-to-cell fusion and taking advantage
of the versatility of pseudotypes for analysis of viral entry
into cells, we now show that the LAC Gc is the principal
mediator of cell fusion, and that in chimeric constructs with
the less fusogenic TAH glycoproteins, its expression
promotes the entry of pseudotyped virions. While a less
important role for Gn in fusion cannot be ruled out by these
experiments, our results provide a more comprehensive
understanding of the functions of the bunyavirus glycopro-
teins, particularly when coupled with previous work
demonstrating that Gn is responsible for the transport of
both glycoproteins to the principal site of bunyavirus
assembly in the Golgi apparatus (Bupp et al., 1996; Shi
et al., 2004).
We further delineated the regions of Gc that are involved
in fusion and entry with a panel of recombinant Gc
constructs; these pointed to the amino acid region 860–
1442. In fact, a construct (TAH (LAC 860–1442)) that
incorporated this region of LAC into the TAH 181/57 M
segment generated cell fusion and high titer transduction of
CHME-5 cells equivalent to that of the LAC glycoproteins
Fig. 7. Transduction of CHME-5 cells by M segment (A) LAC-TAH and (B) LAC-V22F recombinant constructs pseudotyped MLV particles. M segment
pseudotype particles were spinoculated onto CHME-5 cells at 3200 rpm for 2 h at 4 -C. Infectious U/ml is the number of beta-gal-positive cells multiplied by
1000 and divided by the amount of pseudotype spinoculated onto the cells. Data are shown as the mean plus/minus standard deviation of multiple experiments
and were compared by Students’ t test with P < 0.05 considered significant. Constructs that were significantly different from control (MLV pCAGGS) are
indicated with a cross (+) and constructs that were significantly different from LAC are indicated with an asterisk (*).
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influenced entry, since one construct with TAH amino
acids 328–860 in the background of LAC mediated lower
fusion and transduction than either LAC or TAH (LAC
860–1442).
We took advantage of a previous observation that V22,
a monoclonal antibody-resistant (MAR) variant, has
impaired fusion activity to further map high fusion
potential. Sequencing of several of the MAR mutants
obtained in separate experiments with the same neutralizing
antibody (807-22) showed multiple changes, mostly clus-
tered toward the carboxy side of Gc; the sequence changes
that were common to multiple molecular clones obtained
by reverse transcription-PCR were carboxy terminus to
amino acid 795. This roughly corresponds to a Fnatural_
division of Gc into amino and carboxy sides based on the
long-standing observation that there is an easily accessible
tryptic site at position 770 (Fazakerley et al., 1988). One
MAR clone, V22F clone 100-1, was used to generate
recombinant viruses, isolating positions 859 (R ` S), 1077
(S ` I), and 1328 (T ` A) in recombinant proteins.
Various combinations restoring wild-type sequences of
these amino acids on to a background of the V22F
glycoproteins increased fusogenicity to the levels of the
wild-type LAC glycoproteins. Amino acid position 859
(R` S), which is just outside the key identified fragment of
Gc (860–1442), was particularly important. Taken together,
these experiments indicated that discrete discontinuous
regions of Gc can influence these properties, but absent
crystallographic data could not provide further mechanistic
information.
In an effort to put these findings in context, we searched
for homologies with other viral fusion proteins. There were
no significant sequence similarities to glycoproteins other
than those of the Bunyaviridae using either Blast or PSI-
Blast. Fortunately, novel computational analysis programs
using a combination of sequence data and structural datahave made the determination of sequence-structural simi-
larities between genes with little sequence homology
feasible. Two such programs, FUGUE (Shi et al., 2001)
and 3D-PSSM (Fischer et al., 1999; Kelley et al., 2000;
Sternberg et al., 1999), were used to query for homologies
to the region 860–1442 and they identified structural
similarities with viral glycoprotein E1 of two prototype
alphaviruses, Semliki Forrest virus (SFV) and Sindbis
(Zhang et al., 2002) (PDB accession 1LD4), for amino
acids 970–1350 of LAC, V22F, and TAH181/57 Gc. The
PDB accession ILD4 is a model reconstruction of the
Sindbis E1 from the crystal structure of the SFV E1 (Lescar
et al., 2001).
The results returned by 3D-PSSM predicted an 18%
amino acid sequence identity between Sindbis E1 and LAC
amino acid region 970–1350; however, the prediction PSSM
E value for the alignment, incorporating both sequence and
structural information, was a robust 0.013 with 95%
confidence. Similar results were obtained with V22F, whose
alignment had an E value of 0.0359 with 95% confidence.
3D-PSSM additionally predicted a match between TAH181/
57 amino acid region 970–1350 and Sindbis E1 with a
PSSM E value of 0.0006. Of interest, the alignments of LAC
and TAH181/57 were strikingly similar with several shifts
and spacing differences in the alignment with Sindbis E1.
Shown in Fig. 8 are the predicted structures of this region of
LAC and TAH181/57. There are some differences between
Sindbis E1, LAC, and TAH181/57 as shown by the gaps in
the predicted structure, resulting from regions in the
alignment with Sindbis E1 in which the amino acids failed
to align.
Supporting the predicted homologous structural match
between LAC 970–1350 and Sindbis E1, Garry and Garry
(2004) recently proposed that the bunyaviruses Gc protein is
a class II viral fusion protein with homology to the
Alphaviruses and Flaviviruses (Lescar et al., 2001; Rey
et al., 1995). However, consistent with the predicted low
Fig. 8. Structural models of LAC and TAH181/57 based on the structure of Sindbis virus E1 fusion protein (Zhang et al., 2002). (A) Sindbis virus E1 (PDB
1LD4). The E1 fusion protein is an elongated, three-domain structure composed primarily of h-sheets that lie tangential to the virus membrane. The
polypeptide chain of Sindbis begins in the central domain (domain I) and is an eight-stranded h barrel. Domain II, the dimerization domain, is composed of two
noncontiguous regions, residues 38–130 and 169–273. The fusion peptide lies at the end of domain 2, residues 83–100, white arrow. Domain III, an
antiparallel h barrel structure with Ig-like topology, contains the C terminus of the E1 ectodomain and is located at the opposite end of the molecule to the
fusion peptide (Chanel-Vos and Kielian, 2004). (B) LAC and (C) TAH181/57. Structural models for LAC and TAH were predicted for amino acid region 970–
1350 in Gc using 3D-PSSM and visualized using VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). Predicted structural models are depicted using a structural color code
following the Sindbis code in 8A. The two white arrows show the positions of amino acid differences between LAC and V22F. Open white arrow points to
amino acid 1077 and the closed white arrow points to amino acid 1328. There are multiple differences between LAC and TAH 181/57. The yellow arrow points
to a putative fusion domain in the orthobunyaviruses. Two programs were used for this analysis: Fugue and 3D-PSSM. The results returned by Fugue
demonstrated a match between LAC amino acids 970–1350 and Semliki Forest virus (SFV) E1 with a Z score of 7.03 (99% confidence), while the results
returned by 3D-PSSM demonstrated a match between LAC and Sindbis E1 with similar confidence. The homologous identification disparity between Fugue
and 3D-PSSM, Sindbis vs. SFV E1, is likely due to differences in both search algorithms and databases searched. The results provided by 3D-PSSM are
presented because this program provided additional information about the sequence/structure homology between LAC and Sindbis E1.
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and Sindbis E1 by 3D-PSSM, they did not find a
significant alignment with the bunyavirus Gc. Neverthe-
less, significant amino acid identities are not seen even
within structurally similar and more closely related viral
proteins such as the fusion proteins of the flaviviruses (E),
tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBE), and dengue virus, and
the alphaviruses (E1), Semliki Forest virus (SFV), and
Sindbis virus (Gibbons et al., 2004; Kielian, 2002; Kuhn
et al., 2002; Lescar et al., 2001; Modis et al., 2003; Rey
et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2002).
Garry and Garry (2004) also predicted a putative fusion
peptide for LAC, WGCEEFGCLAVSDGCVFGSCQD, at
the tip of this fragment (Fig. 8) that collocates with the
Sindbis fusion peptide. This sequence is relatively con-
served among the orthobunyaviruses and falls into the area
covered by this fragment, making this model particularly
attractive, although this specific point still requires experi-
mental confirmation.
Furthermore, if the predicted structure for the region
970–1350 is correct and shares a homologous structure
with Sindbis E1, it is possible there is also a conservation
of function (Kelley et al., 2000). Sindbis E1 mediates
fusion following binding to the receptor by E2, a second
type I glycoprotein, and internalization into an endosomal
compartment. During virus formation, E2 and E1 formstable heterodimers that associate as trimers, forming an
icosahedral lattice. The E2/E1 heterodimer is oriented such
that E2 interacts with E1 at two points on opposite ends of
E1, covering E1 and shielding the fusion peptide (Lescar
et al., 2001; Zhang and Kielian, 2004; Zhang et al., 2002).
If the region 970–1350 is homologous to E1, we can
speculate that the amino acid region 474–970 of Gc may
share functional similarity with Sindbis E2 by interacting
with the receptor, covering the region 974–1344 and
hiding the potential fusion domain. If the approximate
amino acid region 860–970 overlays and interacts with
the amino acid region 970–1350, it is feasible that an
amino acid change between LAC and TAH181/57 within
the region 860–970 either disrupts the structure or
interferes with a conformational change during the fusion
process.
Examination of LAC and TAH181/57 M segment
revealed an amino acid difference at position 909 where
LAC encodes Asn and TAH181/57 encodes Thr, adding a
potential N-glycosylation site to TAH181/57. If amino acid
position 909 is glycosylated in TAH181/57 and not in LAC,
then the glycan may alter the tertiary conformation of Gc or
interfere in Gc’s conformational change following a drop in
pH, thereby altering fusion efficiency. As demonstrated with
the LAC-V22F recombinant M segments, a single amino
acid change, 859 (R ` S), was responsible for the diffe-
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clones.
These studies have identified a region of LAC Gc (860–
1442) that is important for fusion and entry. Additionally, a
small segment within this region was predicted to have
structural homology with the fusion protein of Sindbis
virus. It is reasonable to assume one protein structure may
have many functions, and alternatively one function may
have multiple structural solutions. However, coupling this
functional data localizing a region important for fusion and
entry with the computational data suggesting homology
between fusion proteins from separate viral families will
help future studies better understand the virus–cell fusion
mechanism in the Bunyaviridae.Materials and methods
Cells
293T (human fetal kidney), QT6 (quail fibroblast), BSR
(baby hamster kidney), and CHME-5 (human fetal micro-
glia) cells were cultured at 37 -C /5% CO2 in DMEM
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% heat-
inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS) (Atlanta Biologicals,
Lawrenceville, GA), penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) (Invitro-
gen), and l-glutamine (Invitrogen).
LAC, V22F, and TAH181/57 M segment constructs
LAC (Jacoby et al., 1993; Ma et al., 1999), V22F
(Gonzalez-Scarano et al., 1982), and TAH181/57 M segment
ORFs were subcloned from pcDNA3.1 into the expression
vector pCAGGS (Niwa et al., 1991) to employ the CMV
enhancer and strong chicken h actin promoter to express the
polyprotein. LAC and TAH181/57 M ORFs were amplified
using a primer set that introduced restriction cut sites at both
5V and 3V ends. Briefly, the M ORFs were amplified using
rTth DNA Polymerase XL (PE Biosystems, Foster City,
CA). The PCR cycle consisted of a 93 -C 2-min denaturing
step followed by 35 cycles of 93 -C for 30 s, 48 -C for 1 min,
and 72 -C for 6 min and an extension of 72 -C for 10 min.
The forward primers contained a ClaI site while the reverse
primers contained a XhoI site for directional cloning. The
resulting fragment was digested with both ClaI and XhoI and
inserted into the linearized pCAGGS expression vector
digested with ClaI and XhoI.
To make the recombinant constructs, the LAC and
TAH181/57 segments were subcloned into pBluescript II
KS+, then the restriction enzymes NcoI (site within the NSm
region) and SacII (site within the MCS on pBluescript) were
used to switch the Gn segments to generate LAC Gn–TAH
Gc and TAH Gn–LAC Gc to examine the role of Gn in
fusion and entry. Additional recombinant M segment
constructs were designed to examine the potential role of
specific regions of Gc in fusion and entry (Fig. 2A). Toproduce half of the recombinant constructs, a restriction site
shared between LAC and TAH181/57 in the NSm region was
used, which should not have an effect on Gn and Gc
function since processing of the M segment polyprotein
between Gn/NSm/Gc is conserved among the orthobunya-
viruses and disruption of NSm does not affect targeting of
Gn and Gc within cells (Bupp et al., 1996). Two additional
restriction sites, MscI and BstBI, found within LAC Gc and
engineered into TAH181/57 Gc using the QuikChange site-
directed mutagenesis kit following manufacturer’s instruc-
tions (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) were used to create the
recombinant M segment constructs. The chimeric constructs
were made using combinations of NcoI, MscI, BstBI and
XhoI. The recombinant constructs were cloned into the
expression vector pCAGGS.
As with the LAC and TAH181/57 constructs, the V22F
parental clone was subcloned into pCAGGS. To determine
which amino acid difference between LAC and V22F was
responsible for the phenotypic variation observed between
LAC and V22F (Gonzalez-Scarano et al., 1985), recombi-
nant M segment constructs were generated from the parental
clones pCAGGS-LAC and pCAGGS-V22F using AflII and
combinations of BstBI, XhoI, XcmI, and BbsI (Fig. 2B). The
recombinant construct clones were sequenced to verify that
there were no additional mutations. Since the regions that
were switched only contained the amino acid differences
seen in the parental LAC and V22F clones (Table 1), the
recombinant constructs each have one or two discrete point
changes.
Expression of Gc in QT6 Cells
QT6 cells were plated at a density of 5  105 cells/well
and cultured overnight. Cells were transfected using the
ProFection Mammalian Transfection System-Calcium Phos-
phate (Promega, Madison WI) with 6 Ag/well of the M
segment constructs. Cells were incubated with 10 mM
sodium butyrate following the removal of the transfection
mix. Forty-eight hours after application of DNA, the cells
were removed using 0.5 mM EDTA and washed twice in
PBS before fixation using 2% paraformaldehyde at 4 -C.
Gc produced from the LAC-V22F recombinant constructs
was detected at 4 -C with a 1:500 dilution of monoclonal
antibody 807-31 and goat anti-mouse FITC-conjugated
mAb (Sigma) at 1:75 dilution. Gc produced from the
LAC-TAH181/57 recombinant constructs was detected with
a 1:50 dilution of either rabbit anti-LAC or anti-TAH serum
and goat anti-rabbit fluorescein (FITC)-conjugated mAb
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at 1:75 dilution. Flow cytometry
was performed with a FACScan and analyzed using
Cellquest software.
Cell-to-cell fusion assay
Effector cells (QT6) were plated on 6-well plates at 8 
105 to 1  106 cells/well and incubated overnight at 37 -C.
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Transfection System-Calcium Phosphate (Promega) with
6 Ag/well of each plasmid, the M segment construct plus the
T7LUC vector. The transfected cells were maintained at
37 -C for 48 h. Target cells, either QT6 or BSR cells, were
plated and incubated overnight at 37 -C in a 24-well plate at
a density of 8 104 cells/well. The target cells were infected
with activated recombinant vaccinia expressing T7 RNA pol
(vTF1.1) at MOI of 2–3 pfu/cell using 0.5–1 ml/well for 1–
2 h at 37 -C with gentle rocking every15–20 min. vTF1.1 is
activated by incubation with trypsin 0.25% [1:1] for 30 min
at 37 -C, then diluted at least 1:10 with Opti-MEM
(Invitrogen). Following infection with vTF1.1, the target
cells were washed with 0.5 ml PBS, cultured in 2 ml of
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 Ag/ml
rifampicin, then incubated overnight at 32 -C. Effector cells
were collected with 0.5 mM EDTA, pelleted, washed with
PBS, and overlaid onto the target cells for 90 min. Cells were
exposed to fusion media (DMEM, 10% FBS, 1 P/S, 10 mM
HEPES, and 10 mM MES; pH 7.2–5.0) for 30 s. Following
exposure to fusionmedium, the cells were cultured at 37 -C in
culture media containing rifampicin for 5–8 h. Cells were
lysed with Promega’s reporter lysis buffer and Luciferase
activity was evaluated and measured in a LumiCount
Luminometer (Packard).
Pseudotype production
A previously described transient three-plasmid system
was used to produce Gn/Gc-pseudotyped murine leukemia
virus (MLV) particles (Ma et al., 1999; Soneoka et al.,
1995); for these experiments the glycoproteins were
expressed in pCAGGS, as described above. Supernatants
containing pseudotypes were concentrated through 20%
sucrose in an SW41 rotor at (150,000g) at 4 -C for 1 h 45
min (Burns et al., 1993; Ma et al., 1999). The pellets were
resuspended overnight in TNE (50 mM Tris–Hcl, pH 8.0,
130 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA).
Spinoculation and beta-gal detection
Cells were plated in a 96-well plate at a density of 1 
104 cells/well and incubated overnight at 37 -C. Pseudo-
typed viruses were diluted in culture medium to a final
volume of 100 Al and added to the cells. The cells were spun
at 1350g for 2 h at 4 -C. Following the spin, cells were
cultured at 37 -C for 48 h; then stained for beta-gal
expression as previously described (Ma et al., 1999).
Western blots
Western blot analysis was performed on concentrated
pseudotype particles. For non-reducing conditions, 20
Al pseudotype particles were mixed with 4 loading buffer,
0.4% SDS, and boiled for 4 min. Samples were run on 8–
16% polyacrylamide gels (Cambrex, East Rutherford, NJ)then transferred to 0.2 Am pore size nitrocellulose mem-
brane (BioRad, Hercules, CA). MLV Gag was detected
using monoclonal goat antibody that recognizes p30.
Primary antibody was detected with a secondary mouse
anti-goat horseradish peroxidase (HPR)-conjugated mAb
(Sigma). Pseudotype particles containing LAC and V22F
Gc were analyzed with either polyclonal rabbit anti-LAC
serum at 1:200 dilution or 807-31 monoclonal Ab (Gonza-
lez-Scarano et al., 1982) at a 1:500 dilution. Primary
antibody was detected with either a secondary donkey
anti-rabbit or sheep anti-mouse HRP-conjugated mAb
(Sigma) at 1:10,000, respectively. Pseudotype particles
containing TAH Gc were analyzed with the mouse
monoclonal 814–443 at 1:750 and with the secondary
sheep anti-mouse HRP-conjugated mAb at 1:10,000 (Sig-
ma). Pseudotype particles containing TAH Gc were also
analyzed using a polyclonal rabbit anti-TAH antibody at
1:5000 and visualized with donkey anti-rabbit HRP-
conjugated mAb at 1:10,000 dilution. Detection of HRP
was performed with the SuperSignal West Pico Chemilu-
minescence substrate (Pierce, Rockford, IL) following
manufacturer’s instructions.
Proteomics computational methods
To predict the tertiary structure of the region 860–1442,
we used a three-dimensional position-specific scoring
matrix (3D-PSSM) (Fischer et al., 1999; Kelley et al.,
2000; Sternberg et al., 1999), which combines multiple
sequence profiles with structure-based profiles, specifically
secondary structure and solvation potential. Sequences were
submitted to http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~3dpssm/ for fold
recognition. We were provided a list with identified
potential matches coupled with an amino acid alignment,
secondary fold prediction, and a structural model in PDB
format with a PSSM E value for the predicted structural fold
and information about the matched protein. The provided
PDB files were viewed using VMD 1.8.2 (Humphrey et al.,
1996).Acknowledgments
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